BREAST LOVE

A GUIDE FOR LOVING YOUR BREASTS &
A MANUAL FOR BREAST MASSAGE EXERCISES

by Sabrina Abhai Joti

THE MAGIC OF YOUR BREASTS
Your breasts are the elongation of your heart. Your left and your right breast frame
your heart center and thus, are directly connected to the energy of your heart.
According to the Taoist tradition, they are known as the Yang (external) expression of
your feminine sexuality whereas your womb and your Yoni (sacred Sanskrit word for
your vagina) represent the Yin (internal) expression of your original life force.
Correspondingly, when you lovingly care for your "Bells of Love" – as the Taoists call
your breasts –, your heart opens and thus, allows your Yoni to open and become
receptive, too. Just as your heart, your breasts radiate love, compassion and joy. By
touching them fondly, you cultivate your heart's nourishing energy, heighten your
unique sense for pleasure and surround yourself with your own love. Reclaiming the
sensual art of caring for your breasts allows you to unlock this vital treasure for the
balance of your feminine wellbeing, overall health and sexuality.
They are magic.

LOVE AND CARE FOR YOUR BREASTS
There are many various reasons why massaging your breasts are beneficial for you.
Either way, it helps you to cultivate a loving relationship with yourself, generates
healing energy and orgasmic pleasure in your breasts as well as it makes you feel fully
nurtured from within, beautiful and relaxed.
∞ FOR CULTIVATING SELF–LOVE
As a woman, you naturally tend to be a giver and are devoted to serving others. Just
the conscious act of taking time for yourself to lovingly touch your own body,
replenishes your energy ressources. By massaging your breasts, you create softness in
your chest area which helps to open your heart. Since your heart center is right
between your breasts, you directly access your heart's nourishing energy and spread it
around in your own energy field.
You begin to develop a love relationship with your breasts by accepting them exactly
as they are. Your intention to honour your breasts back into wholeness will transform
any fearful or critical thoughts that you may have previously been projecting onto
them. You light yourself up from the inside out!
∞ FOR YOUR HEALTH
As an extension of your heart, your breasts are susceptible to the energies from your
environment like electro magnetic stress and other pollutants as well as more subtle
and subconscious energies. At the same time, your own energies from within gather in
the breast area. This can be your liver's anger, your lungs' grief or your kidney's fears.
Since your breasts mainly consist of fat tissue which tends to store a lot of toxins,
massaging them helps releasing everything which is harmful. It improves the
circulation, stimulates drainage of the lymphatic system and thus, allows space for
nutrient-rich blood to travel to the breast tissue. In addition, your overall risk for

breast cancer is decreased. Soreness in the tissues can be eased, pain can be reduced
and swelling or tension in the ligaments can be released.
Furthermore, loving your breasts benefits your hormonal health. By massaging your
breasts, your endocrine glands are stimulated and release growth, anti aging and
pleasurable hormones like oxytocin. It regulates the hormones in your adrenals for a
relaxed nervous system as well as the hormones in your ovaries to adjust any
irregularities in your menstrual cycle.
Lovingly touching your breasts can turn excessive emotions into virtues. Since your
breasts are directly linked to your heart center and your heart is the greatest alchemist
of all times, you can transform your emotions and bring out its healing qualities.
Sometimes you just may feel a big relief as if something heavy dropped from your
chest or you may burst out into a laughter full of joy.
When you internalise too many emotions, meaning you don't deal with them, they get
stuck. This is why lumps, bumps and cysts can manifest in the breasts. It is important
to learn how to let them flow and process them to break up the stagnation. Also when
you experience tenderness and swelling before your menstruation, massaging your
breasts regularly helps immensely.
Besides that, a breast massage stimulates your immune system since your thymus
gland which plays a huge role in fighting infections sits right between your breasts
behind the sternum.
Something which needs to be mentioned here, as well, is wearing bras. It is commonly
said that if you don't wear a bra, your breasts will droop. This is a big myth! Exactly the
opposite is the case: Especially tight bras with metal under-wires hinder the
circulation, alter the lymphatic movement and thus, ultimately leaving them withered
and saggy. Your breasts are meant to move as you walk which keeps the energy
flowing and your breast tissue healthy.

If you don't feel comfortable without something around your breasts, try to find noncompressing bra-tops in natural fabric.
∞ FOR YOUR SEXUAL ENERGY
Your erotic nature is your most original state as a human being. And it is your
birthright! Awakening your sexual energy which is your universal life force which is
your creative energy is not only about sexual intercourse. It's about feeling alive.
About sensing every cell of your body blissfully vibrating.
Massaging your breasts stimulates many erogenous zones in your body. Your nipples
are an integral part of your endocrine system and induce lubrication in your Yoni.
They are extremely sensitive regions which receive and convey very finely tuned
information. They act like energy generators and thus, can highly amplify a big
amount of sexual energy which can with intention either be channeled into creative
and mindful energy work or simply into pleasurable love making.
Delightfully touching your breasts brings you in touch with your unique sensuality. It's
a way of discovering your erotic nature and bath in your own pleasurable sensations
which can be sensed throughout your whole body. You even can explore a breast
orgasm!

PRELIMINARY EXERCISES TO WARM–UP
Before you start with your breast massage, set up some time for yourself and arrange
a space where you feel comfortable at. You might want to light candles, burn some
incencse and turn on sensual or relaxing music. As you undress, also ensure that you
remove any rings and other jewellery from your fingers and hands. It is also nice to
use some natural oils like sesame oil (on colder days to warm up) or coconut oil (on
warmer days to cool down) on your skin.
Then rub your palms together, create some tingling energy in your hands and begin
to caress your body. You might want to touch your arms, your face, your neck and
chest. Start to really sense your skin and physical form. Maybe you want to move your
body in swaying and circling motions. Do whatever feels natural and good in this
moment. The most important thing is to be present.
Make sure you do every of the following preliminary exercises with loving self-care
and smile into your breasts. Close your eyes to dive deeply into your inner realms and
sensations. I would recommend to do every exercise for about two minutes, but I also
encourage you to practice them as long as you wish and feel intuitively how long you
want to enjoy each exercise. To even more get into your body, inhale and exhale
through your mouth. You can also add sounds and breathe out with a sigh.
Always pause for a moment in between the exercises, feel into the sensations of your
breasts and become aware if you can perceive something in your Yoni.
If you have breast cancer, it is recommended to do the following exercises just
energetically.

1. S H A K I N G
As a first step, you hold your breasts in your hands with your nipples between your
first and middle finger and shake them as if you want to shake out anything which
doesn't belong there. You can even lean a bit forward to release any blockages or
stagnation directly into the ground. Shaking resets your energy and cleanses your
energy system. You might already feel a release of tension from your head and face.

2. M U S C L E R E L A X A T I O N
Grab the muscle which holds your breast and starts in your armpit in between your
thumb and the other fingers. Slowly and softly massage it from the top to the bottom.
Do one side at a time.

3. C R O S S E X E R C I S E
Hold your left breast with your right hand on top and your left hand underneath.
Move your breast like a cross: down, up, left, right. In this way your breast tissue is
moved in every direction and thus, can be loosened up. Do the same with the other
side and opposite hand positions.

4. V E R T I C A L M O T I O N
Touch the upper part of your left breast in between the thumb and first finger of your
right hand and the lower part in between the thumb and first finger of your left hand
from below. Gently pull apart your breast in a vertical motion and let go. Do the same
with the other side and opposite hand positions.

5. H O R I Z O N T A L M O T I O N
Hold your breasts in both hands with your nipples in between your first and middle
finger. Alternately, pull them apart and press them together. It supports the blood
circulation and helps with the cleansing process.

6. U N D E R S I D E E X E R C I S E
Touch the underside of your breasts with your palms and stroke them symmetrically
from the outside to the inside and vice versa.

7. N I P P L E B R E A T H I N G
Hold your nipples with your fingers and slightly pull them forward as you inhale. While
still holding them, let them go and pull back a bit as you exhale. Imagine you breathe
in and out through your nipples.

THE TAOIST DEER EXERCISE
Herewith, I introduce you to an ancient Taoist technique for massaging your breasts.
The deer is the shamanic animal for healthy kidneys as in Traditional Chinese Medicine
they govern the sexual organs.
The exercise balances the right and the left half of your body and connects your
sexual organs with your heart. Furthermore, it boosts your production of the love
hormone oxytocin, tonifies your endocrine system and increases your centeredness as
well as your overall vitality.
Before you begin, close your eyes, get into a meditative state and connect your pelvis
with the ground underneath welcoming the energy of the earth into your body. Also
open your crown up to the universe letting the cosmic energy entering your being.
Stay here for a while until you became present with yourself.
Note that the Deer Exercise should not be performed during pregnancy because it
might induce premature labor.

1. F I L L I N G Y O U R L E F T B R E A S T W I T H C O S M I C E N E R G Y
Reach your hands up into the sky and receive the cosmic energy from the universe
into your fingertips through long and deep breathing. Then, slowly lower your hands
down bringing your right hand onto your womb and massaging your left breast with
your left hand from top to bottom and from the inside to the outside in circular
motions.
It is recommended to do about the same number of circles anywhere between 30 to
160 times.

Then cup your breasts with both of your hands and feel into them. How does your
massaged breast feel in comparison to the other one?

2. F I L L I N G Y O U R R I G H T B R E A S T W I T H C O S M I C E N E R G Y
Again reach up your hands to the cosmos and slowly bring them down your front
side. This time, place your left hand onto your womb space and massage your right
breast with your right hand by circling from top to bottom and from the inside to the
outside.

Hold your breasts with your hands and perceive their energy. Can you feel something
in your Yoni?

3. F I L L I N G Y O U R L E F T B R E A S T W I T H E A R T H E N E R G Y
Put both hands with your palms facing down onto the ground in front of you. Charge
your hands with the energy of the earth. Place your right hand onto your womb and
let your left hand massage your left breast from bottom to top and from the inside to
the outside in circular motions.

When you completed your rounds, cup your breasts with both of your hands and feel
into the sensations. Is there a difference between your left and right breast?

4. F I L L I N G Y O U R R I G H T B R E A S T W I T H E A R T H E N E R G Y
Again, bring both hands onto the ground and let the energy of the earth fill your
palms. Then, put your left hand onto your womb space and with your right hand circle
around your right breast from bottom to top and from the inside to the outside.

At the end, hold your breasts in your hands once more and sense what the exercise
has done for you. Don't evaluate any sensations, just observe and be aware.
It is said that massaging your breasts with the cosmic energy from top to bottom lets
them grow bigger and the earth energy tends to make them smaller and firmer.

MASSAGING INTUITIVELY
Of course, you are welcome to touch, stroke and caress your breasts in any way you
desire. Especially, after following the guidelines, it is nice to go on massaging them
intuitively and spread the energy of your "Bells of Love" through your whole body.
Subsequently, if you want to increase the lubrication and sexual energy in your Yoni,
you can particularly focus on your nipples.
Since we as women are cyclical beings and each day is different, also a self-love ritual
like a breast massage can trigger various feelings and sensations. Always be very
gentle with yourself and enjoy the massage. Liberate your unique sensuality and let it
flow through your whole body. Allow for whatever comes up to happen. It's your raw
beauty.
If you need any further guidance on your path, let me know and contact me via
www.wild-gaia.com!

WITH LOVE
SABRINA ABHAI JOTI
Founder of W I L D G A I A – L i b e r a t e y o u r S e n s u a l S e l f

DISCLAIMER
Since I am not a medical doctor I have to advice you that
none of this information is to be considered as medical advice.
In case of uncertainty, it is always recommended that you speak
to your doctor before starting a breast massage.
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